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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Introduction 

Ahoy there, Reader! 

Contained within this dazzling portfolio of superb design is information regarding content for Sea of 
Thieves: The Wight King’s Call, a Mock-Update Proposal for Rare’s action-adventure game, Sea of Thieves. 
Etched upon these war-torn pages is an ancient saga of epic proportions, jam-packed with wild characters, 
quests, treasure, and other new additions. 

Far north, beyond the recent fissure within the Devil’s Shroud, lies the frozen reaches of a winter 
wasteland—a region wrought by blistering cold, terrible curses, and mythical monsters—known only as 
The Rimelands. Stop on by, grab a horn of grog, and give a hearty, Viking handshake to the Rime’s Skald 
inhabitants, before venturing forth on a legendary quest to stop the cold-hearted captain threatening the 
very fate of the Sea of Thieves… 

Disclaimer: This portfolio of works is intended only as a display of its author’s creative ability. No copy, 
distribution, or use of this portfolio’s material should occur without the express permission of its author. 
The author of this work retains all intellectual property interests associated with the portfolio. The rights 
to any characters and content referenced from Sea of Thieves is retained by Rare Ltd. and is in no way 
claimed by the author of this portfolio. 

 

                       Meet the Author ~ Willow Jay Bryar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My field experience is varied, having worked as a 

Narrative Designer, Writer, Game Developer, Director, 

Production Assistant, and Content Researcher on 

multiple independent projects. As ever, I am eager to 

expand my repertoire of skills and hone my writing. 

When working as a part of a team, I am happy to take on 

a leadership role, and equally content in expanding upon 

the ideas of others. I pride myself in being open-minded 

and accepting of critique, as I believe the acceptance of 

criticism to be one of the most important steps in growing 

as a creator. 

I am always happy to connect and speak with people, so 

feel free to reach out! 

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/willow-jay-

bryar-87b794156/  

Website: https://wjbryar.wixsite.com/website 

Narrative Necromancer | RPG Fanatic | D&D Acolyte 

Growing up in a household of thespians, artists, and filmmakers, I have always held 

a strong appreciation for the arts. Over the course of my education, I studied in the 

fields of creative writing, screenwriting, game design, mythology, poetry, drama, 

and transmedia storytelling. During this time, I also encountered the works and 

models of Gustav Freytag, Joseph Campbell, Carl Jung, Dan Harmon, and William 

Shakespeare. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/willow-jay-bryar-87b794156/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/willow-jay-bryar-87b794156/
https://wjbryar.wixsite.com/website
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

The Rimelands 

The Rimelands, or “The Rime” as it is casually referred to by most, is a region within the Sea of Thieves that was discovered 
and charted during The Wight King’s Call update. The Rimelands is a harsh, tundric environment located in the northeastern 
region of the World Map, besieged by heavy hailstorms, crushing glaciers, and winds that would chill any pirate to the bone. 
The Rime is predominantly composed of snowcapped mountains and frostbitten highlands, all bearing untold treasures within 
the long-forgotten barrows, lying deep beneath the ice. The environment poses various threats to any explorer who wanders 
into this region, including the bitter Freezing Winds, which can make movement slow and painful if without the warmth of a 
flame. In addition, pirates should take caution of the heavy snowstorms throughout the region, which can obstruct a ship’s 
surrounding vision, as well as roaming chunks of ice, making travel rather hazardous for the unwitting navigator. However, for 
any pirate who manages to safely maneuver their way to an island—beware! For the Rimelands hold many a secret, and if the 
legends be true, there are those, alive and dead, who would claim its hidden treasures. 

Much of the region is inhabited by a thick-skinned pirating people called the Skalds, who occupy the territory’s single outpost 
and the few remaining seaposts scattered across the sea. The region does not belong to any single Trading Company; however, 
the Rime seems to imbue all of its Treasure with frozen magic, making any findings twice as valuable to any of the Trading 
Companies. 

Despite its harsh climate, The Rimelands are home to unique marine life, such as the Whiskerprawn, Crawdad, Spiralconch, 
Barbedback, and Slackjaw eel. Among such harmless creatures, there are two new predators lurking the Rime, awaiting those 
who wander unawares—the Glacial Crab, a giant crustacean whose icy carapace provides a natural camouflage in the snowy 
Rimelands, and the dreaded Devourer of Fleets, The Leviathan. 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

The Skalds 

The Skaldic Peoples are a fierce and stoic clan of pirates who have adopted the customs of the Ancients who lived about The 
Rimelands so many years before them. Tempered by the cruel, cold wastes of the Rime, the Skalds have grown accustomed to a 
life of piracy and war, banding together against many of the region’s daunting terrors. Due to the territory’s harsh climate, 
many of the Rime’s peoples have adopted professions in ice harvesting and fishing, some even using Crawdad Creels to scour 
the sea’s icy depths, in search of the tasty crustaceans that skulk below. Although they value the glorious feats of battle and a 
pirate’s prowess with a blade above most else, the Skalds equally honour the masterful arts of poetry and song, prizing wisdom 
and knowledge as hoarded treasures of their own.  

Since the recent fissure opened within the Devil’s Shroud, many Trading Companies have set their sights upon the Rime and its 
people, seeing not a thriving culture, but rather the prospects of foreign expansion, leaving many Skalds concerned. 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Islands & Other Locations: 

Location Type Name Coordinates 

Outposts Hammer-Hold Outpost Q -4 

Seaposts Asbjørn’s Antiques 
Aurora’s Trove 

W -3 
N -7 

Fortresses The Pale Keep U -5 

Large 
Islands 

Bitten Bluff 
Carrion’s Cairn 
Glacial Gorge 
The Twinkling Fjord 
The Barrow Berg 

X -8 
R -8 
M -6 
T -2 
O -3 

Small 
Islands 

Chiseler’s Slope 
Draugr’s Ditch 
Frostbite Beach 
Icicle Cay 
Jagged-Jaw Atoll 
Shivering Sands 
The Crystal Shelf 
The Frozen Tongue 
White-Rock Skerry 

P -5 
L -4 
P -8 
V -9 
X -5 
M -1 
R -2 
T -4 
V -7 

Uncharted 
Locations 

Shrine of Shimmering Tales 
Boreal Bay 
 

S -6 
L -9 
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______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________ 

Hammer-Hold Outpost 

Hammer-Hold Outpost is the only inhabited Outpost in The Rimelands territory, located in the midwest of its region at 

coordinates (Q -4). This outpost includes company NPCs, shops, and a tavern, all built within the confines of an ancient fort. 
Surrounding the frozen island are the ruins of shipwrecks, repurposed to support log-spiked ramparts and walkways. The 
battered remnants of a stilted sea-tower overlooks the outpost’s single dock, which forms an “L” shape, where it juts out from 
the island’s rocky shoreline. 

The outpost is aptly named after the rune-carved shipwright’s hammer embedded within a chunk of cracked ice, which marks 
the center of the town. The iron hammer is said to have been the cursed weapon of the infamous “Mad Captain” Ivar 
Runehammer. According to legend, he threw his Runehammer after his mutinous crewmates as they sealed him away, and it 
landed at this very place. Players may interact with “The Runehammer”, triggering an animation where they will futilely 
attempt to lift it from the chunk of ice. The runes on The Runehammer will glow a vibrant blue while players are actively 
engaged in the boss battle against Captain Runehammer, The Wight King. 

NPCs 

• Tyra – Tavernkeep at The Drinking Horn 

• Wynter – Weaponsmith’s Shop 

• Thorvald – Equipment Shop 

• Calder – Clothing Shop 

• Saga – Shipwright Shop 

• Senior Trader Mabel – Merchant Alliance company 
liaison 

• Haskell the Hoarder – Gold Hoarders company liaison 

• Madame Othea – Order of Souls company liaison 

• Egil – Pirate Emporium

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Asbjørn’s Antiques 

Asbjorn’s Antiques is a Seapost located within The Rimelands territory at coordinates (W -3). Originally founded by a Skald 

scholar and traveling adventurer named Asbjørn, the seapost is currently under the supervision of his daughter, Runa. 

NPCs 

• Runa – Shopkeeper 

• Baldrick – The Hunter’s Call faction liaison 

________________________________________________________ _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ __________________________________________ 

Aurora’s Trove 

Aurora’s Trove is a Seapost located within The Rimelands territory at coordinates (N -7). Named after a passionate 
astrologist and mother of the Seapost’s current owner, this dock is in the perfect spot for any stargazer to witness the beautiful 
Boreal Lights of the northwestern sky. 

NPCs 

• Ingrid – Shopkeeper 

• Rick – The Hunter’s Call faction liaison 

________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

The Pale Keep 

The Pale Keep is the only Fortress in The Rimelands territory, located in the middle east of its region at coordinates (U -5). 
Built upon an icy bluff, overlooking The Frozen Tongue to the southwest, this fortress provides a clever vantagepoint for 
those who must have sought to safeguard the Rime’s east. Approaching this fortress’ tower & vault requires a brisk march up 
either hillock from the island’s southeast or southwest. Four sea-towers surround the fortress on all sides, making an approach 
rather difficult from any angle, but especially unlikely on the fortress’ heavily rocky western front. All about the island’s 
perilous shallows, sharp masses of ice jut out from the fort’s frozen shore, inviting witless mariners to crash upon its banks. 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________ 

Bitten Bluff 

Bitten Bluff is a Large Island located within The Rimelands territory at coordinates (X -8). This enormous mountain of 
snow-covered rock is the largest landmass currently charted within the Sea of Thieves. At the mountain’s northeastern base, 
the entrance to an Ancient Barrow lies slightly obscured behind a veil of overhanging icicles. A narrow pass weaves through 
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and around the frozen mountain, connected by rickety bridges, treacherous gaps, and slippery slopes which might usher a bitter 
end even to the most sure-footed climber. Many Skalds have made it a pilgrimage to travel to the peak of Bitten Bluff to add a 
stone to its mighty cairn, so that they may boast of it over horns of grog. At its loftiest cliff, the skeleton of an ancient 
adventurer hangs from the mountain’s bluff by their teeth, giving the island its name. 

On the island’s eastern side, there is a den of sorts, naturally carved out from the mountain’s cliff. Within are the snow-covered 
remains of a derelict campsite, surrounding a large pile of bones at the den’s center. Around the icy walls are the worn remains 
of ropes, which must have once hung lanterns and maps throughout the cavernous camp. Along the walls, nearest the back of 
the den, several large, tattered maps and star charts are pinned above a shattered Map Table. Various cartography tools lie 
about the cavern, including rulers, mathematical compasses, sextants, and rolled-up scrolls of parchment. Directly outside the 
den’s entrance is an open clearing, where The Beastie will spawn at the start of The Dancer of the Damned Tall Tale. While 
the Tall Tale is active, The Beastie will appear, half-burrowed within the ground, with naught but her shipwrecked shell 
poking out through the surface of the clearing where she sleeps in wait for treasure-hungry trespassers. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________ 

Carrion’s Cairn 

Carrion’s Cairn is a Large Island located within The Rimelands territory at coordinates (R -8). This densely rocky island 
features a central, eastward-pointing cliff, where, at its heart, a nearly collapsed cave system leads toward the entrance of an 
Ancient Barrow. Straying from the cavern’s central tunnel, a narrow passageway leads into a hidden chamber, where a 
skeleton hangs upside down from the chamber’s icy ceiling with its arm outstretched toward the hilt of a cutlass, nestled half-
buried within a mound of snow beneath him. All across the island are stacked cairns with streaming blue banners rippling in 
the wind. At the top of the island’s central cliff stands a single, massive cairn, overlooking the entire island. 

NPCs 

• Asbjørn – NPC on the island’s south beach 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________ 

Glacial Gorge 

Glacial Gorge is a Large Island located within The Rimelands territory at coordinates (M -6). This island is made up of a 
mass of solid ice, divided into two large ridges by a vast chasm. Hanging from either side of each cliff face are the rickety 
remains of a severed footbridge. At the canyon’s base lies a snaking stream, stippled with spikes of ice, rising from its rolling 
current. Branching off into a looping cave system, the stream passes near the entrance to an Ancient Barrow, hidden along the 
tunnel wall. Washed upon the southwest beach, the battered wreck of a massive galleon called the Helmbreaker lies in pieces. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________ 

The Twinkling Fjord 

The Twinkling Fjord is a Large Island located within The Rimelands territory at coordinates (T -2). Blanketed by a 
shimmering coat of verglas, this frigid valley glitters with light when the sun hits it just right. Tucked away within an icy cave 
system on the island’s northern side, the entrance to an Ancient Barrow rests upon a crag, overlooking the frozen waterfall 
which flows into the island’s narrow strait. 

NPCs 

• Thaw-Jaw – Skeletal NPC trapped within a magical wall of ice upon the banks of the island’s inlet 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________ 

The Barrow Berg 

The Barrow Berg is a Large Island located within The Rimelands territory at coordinates (O -3). Trapped within this 

massive berg of ice, a great galleon called The Icepick floats, frozen in time. Carpeted with snow, a winding man-made cave 
system weaves throughout the island’s heart. Veering west from the cavern’s central corridor, a tunnel leads toward the locked 
hatch of The Icepick. Diverting northeast from the system leads toward the entrance of an Ancient Barrow, surrounded by an 
excavation site, cluttered with loose crates of pickaxes and ice drills. 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Chiseler’s Slope 

Chiseler’s Slope is a Small Island located within The Rimelands territory at coordinates (P -5). Littered with the ruins of an 
abandoned mining site, this floating glacier looks to have housed a small outpost of chiselers. Now deserted and battered by 
snow and hail, this once-bustling encampment seems more like a frozen graveyard. 
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Draugr’s Ditch 

Draugr’s Ditch is a Small Island located within The Rimelands territory at coordinates (L -4). Overgrown by tundric grasses 
and shrubs, this rocky hillock is a jumbled mess of graves and lowly burial mounds for those Skalds who have met a sad end. It 
seems that many of these graves have been unearthed. 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Frostbite Beach 

Frostbite Beach is a Small Island located within The Rimelands territory at coordinates (P -8). This island is mostly formed 
by large rock formations, covered in snow and very little vegetation. 

NPCs 

• Sassa Stormsinger – Possible NPC for Cargo Runs 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________ 

Icicle Cay 

Icicle Cay is a Small Island located within The Rimelands territory at coordinates (V -9). Cresting the western shore of this 
low-leveled isle lies a shallow reef of serrated icicles, dangerous for any ship that deems it a good spot to drop anchor. 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________ 

Jagged-Jaw Atoll 

Jagged-Jaw Atoll is a Small Island located within The Rimelands territory at coordinates (X -5). This ring-reefed island is 
made up of a shallow bank, encircled by a jagged crown of ice. A large pond makes up most of the island’s center. 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Shivering Sands 

Shivering Sands is a Small Island located within The Rimelands territory at coordinates (M -1). This curved isle resembles 
the hooking head of an axe, notched by large boulders and small rock formations. 

NPCs 

• Halfdan the Tall – Possible NPC for Cargo Runs 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________ 

The Crystal Shelf 

The Crystal Shelf is a Small Island located within The Rimelands territory at coordinates (R -2). Speared with trees and 

light vegetation, this barbed archway of rock and snow rises and plunges into the tide like the slinking form of The Leviathan. 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

The Frozen Tongue 

The Frozen Tongue is a Small Island located within The Rimelands territory at coordinates (T -4). This snowy isle is 
considered the smallest landmass in The Rimelands, covered with light vegetation and a small pond. 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________ 

White-Rock Skerry 

White-Rock Skerry is a Small Island located within The Rimelands territory at coordinates (V -7). This rocky isle is home 
to an abandoned fishing shack, overgrown by moss and hardy grasses, with the remains of a neglected dock on the island’s west 
side. 

NPCs 

• Vipertooth Vernon – Possible NPC for Cargo Runs 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Shrine of Shimmering Tales 

The Shrine of Shimmering Tales is an uncharted Siren Shrine located within The Rimelands territory at coordinates (S -6). 
Accessed only during The Dancer of the Damned Tall Tale, this submerged shrine is guarded by a group of ravenous Sirens. 
Amongst the ruins are images, carved into columns and stone bases, depicting a group of merfolk, giving a tribe of Ancients a 
radiant, white gem, resulting in the tribe turning into merfolk. Amongst the shrine’s submerged rubble is a locked stone door 
with a gem-shaped alcove, where only The Gem of Sunken Sight may be placed. 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Boreal Bay 

Boreal Bay is an uncharted island located within the Devil’s Shroud at coordinates (L -9). To safely sail here, a ship must 

summon an ethereal path through the Devil’s Shroud by blowing the Ancient Horn, a Shroudbreaker which must contain all 
three Runic Medallions that give the artefact its power. This island is only accessible in the Boreal Bay Tall Tale. 

Boreal Bay is a legendary cove, littered with the bones of ancient heroes and the dilapidated husks of their ships, overseen by 
the colossal reaches of an enormous mountain, etched against an ethereal sky. Upon its frozen shore, a ghostly watchman 
heralds each ship’s arrival with the echoing sound of a great horn. In order to reach the mountain’s summit, where dwells the 
mad Captain Runehammer and the swirling Well of Ancient Wisdom, a pirate must delve deep into the mountain and 
navigate through the labyrinthian barrow at its cold heart. 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Environmental Additions 

Hailstorms 

A Hailstorm is a new weather effect in the Sea of Thieves. Similar to the mechanics of preexisting Thunderstorms, Hailstorms 
cause obscured vision and make a ship’s handling rather difficult to manage, ranging from light to heavy, depending on a 
player’s proximity to the Storm. Unlike The Devil’s Roar, Thunderstorms may move into The Rimelands territory, where 
they will transform into snowy Hailstorms, replacing the Lightning Bolt effect with the region’s unique Freezing Winds 
effect. 

Freezing Winds 

Naturally encountered within Hailstorms, Freezing Winds are a new weather effect in the Sea of Thieves, replacing that of 
the Lightning weather effect whenever a storm moves into The Rimelands region of the World Map. Similar to the effects 
caused by Poison and Boiling Water, Freezing Winds will deal 5% damage per second to any player who comes in contact with 
the frigid gales, signified by the accumulation of rime or icy crystals around the player’s field of vision, as well as a penalty to 
the player’s movement speed. The effects of the Freezing Winds are negated if the player moves out of the Hailstorm’s radius 
or finds warmth by either raising a lit lantern, stepping near (or into) fire, or consuming cooked food. 

Icebergs 

An Iceberg is a miniature vessel and interactive object in Sea of Thieves that can be used by a single player to slowly travel the 
seas or to make hauling large quantities of Treasure easier. Icebergs naturally spawn near islands in The Rimelands. While 
standing on an Iceberg, a player can look toward their desired destination and use the normal digging action with a shovel to 
row forward. Although Icebergs cannot be hoisted upon the back of a player’s ship like the Rowboat, it may be used as a 
platform, harpooned, and towed along. Due to the Iceberg’s size and responsive maneuverability, players may find them useful 
when navigating the narrow waterways between glaciers and rocky shores. Similar to the Rowboat, Icebergs can also be 
destroyed, taking damage from lightning, fire, boiling water, explosions, and crashing into by a larger vessel. When a vessel 
crashes into an Iceberg, its hull will take damage, making it a clever strategy to row Icebergs in front of pursuing vessels or 
towing them behind one’s stern to be released as a treacherous obstacle. 

The Borealis 

The Borealis is a new weather effect in the Sea of Thieves. These beautiful lights will occasionally appear within the 
northwestern sky and are thought by many Skalds to be good omens. According to Ingrid, for a ship to travel to Boreal Bay, 
they must use The Horn to summon an ethereal bridge connecting the two realms and sail over the boreal lights. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

The Leviathan 

Also referred to as The Devourer of Fleets, The Leviathan is a World Event Encounter in Sea of Thieves. This new terror, 
unleashed upon the seas by the infamous Captain Runehammer, is a colossal sea serpent that can focus on and attack any Player 
Ship in Open Ocean when no other World Event is active. It is 
especially active within The Rimelands region. 

Encounter 

Beginning with an eerie musical cue, the Leviathan will spawn 
beneath a ship, slowing its speed to a crawl, as it traps the vessel 
within a twisting whirlpool, large enough to encompass several 
galleons. The reeling body of this gigantic creature can be seen 
circling the outer edges of the swirling gyre, making movement into 
or out of its area rather risky. While within the serpent’s treacherous 
maelstrom, a ship’s speed and handling becomes impaired and its hull 
will slowly take damage, depending on the ship’s proximity to the 
center of the whirlpool—the center being the most dangerous. Any 
player knocked overboard by any of the Leviathan’s attacks will be 
swept away by the maelstrom’s perilous current and drowned at its 
center if they cannot make their way back aboard. Drowning speed is 
dramatically increased in the whirling waters. 

The Leviathan may make three types of attacks, targeting any ship 
within the range of its maelstrom: 

• “Ramming” Attack – The Leviathan may make a Ramming 
Attack against one side of a hull, similar to the Megalodon, 
by charging at and biting the ship, causing movement and damage, much like a Gunpowder Barrel. Players near the 
edge of the ship’s deck are likely to be thrown overboard by the crash. 

• “Constricting” Attack – The Leviathan may make a Constricting Attack by wrapping around the outer body of the 
ship. Similar to the Kraken’s “Tangling” arms, the Leviathan’s body immobilizes the ship and break holes in the hull 
over time as it pulls the ship lower, causing some holes to take in water faster. Damaging the creatures body using 
the ship’s cannons is the quickest way of breaking its grapple. 

• “Breath-Weapon” Attack – The Leviathan may make an AOE Breath-Weapon Attack by raising its head from the 
sea, towering over a ship’s top deck, and retching an icy storm of Freezing Winds across a ship’s deck. Any player 
below-deck or within the crow’s-nest are considered outside of the breath-weapon’s range. Unlike the effects of the 
normal Freezing Winds and that of the cursed Frostball, players caught within the attack’s area of effect will freeze 
solid for 7 seconds, becoming completely immobilized. Frozen players cannot move, use weapons, or swap items 
while in this state, but may be damaged. Players may be freed from this frozen state early if thawed by another player 
bearing a raised lantern that is lit, or being set on fire. 

The Leviathan will despawn shortly after all ships in its whirlpool have sunk or escaped. If defeated, it will slink back into the 
depths, leaving loot in its wake as it flees into the murky bowels of the sea. 

Rewards 

Upon defeat, the Leviathan will leave behind a generous pile of Treasure where it dives back into the sea, equal (if not greater) 
to that of a Megalodon. In addition to the treasure, the Leviathan will leave behind Leviathan Scales. 

Trivia 

• The Leviathan is based on the legendary World Serpent from Norse Mythology, Jörmungandr. 

• The quickest way to defeat the Leviathan is by damaging its body with cannons or carefully using Gunpowder 
Barrels to damage the parts of its body that rise and dip along the outer edge of the maelstrom. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Ancient Barrows 

Ancient Barrows are frozen Vaults, entirely unique to The Rimelands, built by the Ancients and hidden on Large Islands. 
They are accessed during Tall Tales and Rimelands-exclusive Wayfinder Voyages, which may be exclusively purchased from 
the Order of Souls representative on Hammer-Hold Outpost. 

 

Walkthrough 

After voting for a Rimelands-exclusive Wayfinder Voyage, the players will receive a Carved Plank, similar to the one given in 

The Legendary Storyteller Tall Tale, bearing the whittled image of an island and the location of a buried Poem Parchment. 

The back side of the Carved Plank will show the players the coordinates of the island where the item is buried, this being the 

same island where the Ancient Barrow is located. Once the players use the Carved Plank to find and retrieve the Poem 

Parchment, they should make their way to the entrance of the island’s corresponding Ancient Barrow. 

The Puzzle Doors of the Ancient Barrows are well hidden amongst the foliage and outcroppings of their respective islands, 
but are much more distinguishable than the natural stone doors of the Ancient Vaults. The Ancient Barrow doors are large 
stone doors, covered in an array of chiseled embellishments. At the door’s center is a button, surrounded by three separate 
outer rings, making up a circular combination lock. The three rings are divided into three separate sections, each bearing a 
unique symbol carved onto its face, which may be rotated to alter the lock’s solution. The door’s combination lock is set within 
the stone door and surrounded by the sculpted body of a serpent eating its own tail. Only the topmost section of each ring is 
visible above the lock’s center button, these sections being the input solution. 

Using the tercet (a three-lined riddle) found on the Poem Parchment, the players may discern which symbols make up the 
answer to the door’s puzzle, as they relate to the poem’s imagery. 

Example below: 

   

Once the players have rotated each ring to correctly align the upper symbols and pressed the button to input the solution, the 
lock’s symbols will turn blue and the door will slowly open by raising into the stonework above, revealing an icy corridor. If an 
incorrect solution is input and the lock’s button is pressed, the lock’s symbols will turn red and Skeletons will spawn outside of 
the Puzzle Door, attacking any nearby players. If a player encounters a Puzzle Door and attempts to input any solution while 
not on a Wayfinder Voyage or not on the correct island, nothing will happen. 

Having input the correct solution and successfully opened the Ancient Barrow, the players may enter and are first met with a 
Trapped Corridor, which automatically activates once the Vault’s door has been opened. Lining the corridor on either side are 
the bodies of skeletons, frozen and trapped within the hallway’s thick, icy walls. Some of their skeletal arms hang free from the 
wall, limp and unmoving. However, once a player comes into proximity of these lifeless, bony arms, they spring to life and will 
swipe at any players within range, dealing damage. In addition to the Skeletal Arm Trap, there are various ice-themed threats 
scattered throughout the corridor, including piercing Icicle Spike Traps that will rhythmically jut in and out from the ceiling 
overhead, Crushing Wall Traps activated by pressure plates on the floor, and Breathing Traps, chiseled to look like the stone 
heads of Ancient Skalds, which rhythmically spew a plume of icy breath, temporarily cursing creatures with the damaging 
effects of Freezing Winds. Splitting off from the central corridor are three separate Trapped Passageways, each with an 
assortment of Bounty Skulls at their ends, meant to lure greedy trespassers to their doom. 

After carefully navigating their way to the end of the Trapped Corridor, the players will find themselves at a Frozen Doorway, 
which may be melted by raising a lit lantern in close proximity. Multiple players may raise their lanterns to rapidly melt the 
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doorway. Once the Frozen Doorway is thawed, players are free to progress into the Ancient Barrow’s central chamber, the 
Crypt. 

A Crypt is a circular, cobblestone chamber with a domed ceiling, clung-to by hundreds of tapering icicles. High up, along the 
slick walls of the skull-shelved catacomb, the carven heads of four Ancient Skalds look down on the room, identical to the 
Breathing Traps seen along the Trapped Corridor. Strewn amongst the frost-clung stonework and fallen debris lies a treasure 
hoard of Gold Piles and Bounty Skulls, some upon stone altars and others lodged within the compartments in the walls. At the 
sepulcher’s center sits the extremely valuable Skull of Ancient Wisdom upon a Trapped Pedestal, frozen within a massive 
block of ice. (For all purposes of The Hornbearer Tall Tale, the Skull of Ancient Wisdom is replaced by the Skull of the One-
Eyed Ancient.) Surrounding this central ice chunk are three stone capstans, each bearing a single peg along the drumhead. 
Atop each capstan is a fastened skull with dimly glowing mirror-eyes, which may be lit with a lantern, producing a ray of light 
that will slowly melt any ice the skull faces. Each capstan may be cranked by a single player and will come to a halt with the 
skull facing the room’s center once it rotates to its fullest. However, the capstans will slowly rotate backwards, toward their 
original position, when either it rotates to its fullest or if a player lets go. A spinning capstan may not be caught by a player 
while rotating backwards. Additionally, once the first capstan skull is lit, continuous waves of skeletons will begin to spawn and 
attack nearby players, accompanied by a unique Skeleton Captain called the Crypt Warden, a deadly Wight Skeleton chosen 
to protect the Ancient Barrow’s treasure. 

In order to overcome the Crypt, players must use the capstans to angle the light rays of the lit capstan skulls to melt the center 
block of ice and steal the Skull of Ancient Wisdom, all the while fending off continuous waves of skeletal enemies. 
Alternatively, players may raise lit lanterns next to the ice block to thaw it, although it will take much longer to melt this way. 

Once the Skull of Ancient Wisdom is taken from its Trapped Pedestal, the vault will undergo a chain reaction as it begins to 
close, shaking violently and causing the razor-sharp icicles from the Crypt’s ceiling to randomly fall, dealing damage to both 
players and creatures caught within the proximity. The Crypt’s four stone-headed Breathing Traps will then activate, their 
mouths opening to unleash a storm of Freezing Winds that will engulf the chamber and much of the vault. At the same time, 
the traps of the Trapped Corridor will disarm, save for the Skeletal Arm Traps along the walls, allowing players to freely run 
for the exit. Finally, the Puzzle Door entrance to the Ancient Barrow will slowly come to a close and seal shut, trapping any 
unfortunate players within to meet their demise at the hands of the barrow’s many undead denizens. 

 

Trivia 

• The images recorded onto the Carved Planks are the visions of Madame Othea, extracted from the memories of 
Bounty Skulls. 

• Due to The Rimeland’s distinct geographical location, the Nordic “Skald” architecture of the Ancient Barrows 
differs visually in comparison to the Mesoamerican style seen throughout the Sea of Thieves thus far. 

• The visual design of the Ancient Barrow Puzzle Door is meant to pay homage to the Dragon Claw Door Puzzle from 
Bethesda Game Studios’ The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

New Tall Tales 

The Wight King’s Call brings yet another escapade of epic proportions, where players will 
unearth the dark secrets of a frozen wasteland, battle legendary foes, recover the pieces of 
another Shroudbreaker, and bring an end to an ancient saga threatening the very fate of the Sea 
of Thieves. Many of these Tales require the completion of preceding Tales in order to unlock 
the next Tale Books. 

 

Listed below is the information regarding The Hornbearer and The Dancer of the Damned 
Tall Tales, including a brief summary, list of NPCs, and detailed walkthrough for each quest. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. The Hornbearer 

(Quest) 

In Madame Othea’s tent at 

Hammer-Hold Outpost. 

No requirements. 

2. The Dancer of 

the Damned 

By Baldrick at Asbjørn’s 

Antiques Seapost. 

3. The Shambling 

Ship 

By Saga at Hammer-Hold 

Outpost. 

      The Hornbearer. 

 

Requires the completion of 

By Ingrid at Aurora’s 

Trove Seapost. 

 

By Thaw-Jaw on the 

northern shore of The 

Twinkling Fjord. 

 5. Boreal Bay 

(Quest) 

4. These Icy Bones Requires You hiring Me to 

unlock! 

https://www.rare.co.uk/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/willow-jay-bryar-87b794156/
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

The Hornbearer 

 

 

The Hornbearer is the first Tall Tale in The Wight King’s Call Story Arc. An ominous call and visions of another 
Shroudbreaker send the Sea of Thieves into a prophesized fight with fate. 

The Tale Book can be voted for next to Madame Othea inside the Order of Souls tent on Hammer-Hold Outpost. 

 

Summary 

The Hornbearer Tall Tale takes players on an adventure across The Rimelands after a Nameless Voice speaks to them, 
bearing visions of a second Shroudbreaker. Over the course of the quest, players will meet new allies, encounter mythical evils, 
delve into the catacombs of an Ancient Barrow, and uncover the long-forgotten legend that now threatens the Sea of Thieves. 
The Tall Tale starts and ends with Madame Othea at Hammer-Hold Outpost. 

 

NPCs 

The following are the NPCs and Enemies encountered during The Hornbearer:  

• Captain Runehammer (Nameless Voice) 

• Madame Othea 

• Asbjørn 

• Yrsa (Voice of Reason) 

• Gorm, the Giant (Voice of Doubt) 

• Jari, the Dwarf (Voice of Worry) 

• Crypt Warden 

 

The Hornbearer Walkthrough 

Below includes a full, step-by-step walkthrough of the Tall Tale: 

To start the Tall Tale, each member of the crew must vote for its Tale Book on the table next to Madame Othea, inside the 
Order of Souls tent on Hammer-Hold Outpost. 

There are three unlockable Checkpoints in this Tall Tale, which are marked throughout the Walkthrough below. 

Opening 

When activated, the players will receive the Tale Book, where notes on their progress will be recorded throughout the quest, 
and they will begin to hear the disembodied, voiced dialogue of the Nameless Voice, speaking in an eerie, echoed whisper: 

 

During the Nameless Voice’s dialogue, the players experience a disoriented field of view and see three flashing visions: that of 
an island, the silhouette of an unconscious man, washed ashore with a glowing blue horn in his arms, and the sealed entrance to 
an Ancient Barrow. 

A whisper from beyond the Shroud and the discovery of a second Shroudbreaker. This portends a dark omen for us 
all… 
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Upon the player’s vision returning to normal, Madame Othea will also look to have been disoriented and will begin speaking 
to the player in voiced dialogue: 

 

The Castaway ~ Checkpoint 

OBJECTIVE: FIND THE ENVISIONED ISLAND & THE HORNBEARER 

The player’s first task of the Tall Tale is to use the Carved Plank, a uniquely hewn piece of driftwood, given to the players by 

Madame Othea, to travel to the island from their vision. The back side of the Carved Plank will show the player the coordinates 

of the island, Carrion’s Cairn. The whittled front of the plank displays the south side of the island, distinguishable by the large, 

wooden cut-outs, which align with the island’s central, jagged cliff face, pointing east. Additionally, there is another cut-out in 

the shape of a man’s silhouette near a shore—the supposed Hornbearer. Trailing from the cut-out figure, a dotted line curls 

northward, leading toward the island’s center cave-system, where the entrance to the Ancient Barrow from the opening vision 

may be found. 

Upon landing ashore Carrion’s Cairn (a single, mountainous island, scattered about by various cairns), the player must find the 

mysterious Hornbearer, a large man who goes by the name of Asbjørn, sitting beside the snowy beach with the Ancient Horn 

in hand. Once approached, Asbjørn will begin speaking to the player in voiced dialogue: 
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Upon taking the Ancient Horn, Asbjørn will continue in voiced dialogue: 

 

After Asbjørn’s dialogue, the notes within the Tale Book will update, including a written account of the riddle Asbjørn recites 

for later reference. 

Unlocking the Past ~ Checkpoint 

OBJECTIVE: UNLOCK THE BARROW & FIND ITS TREASURE 

After speaking with Asbjørn, the player should then follow the clues on the Carved Plank until they find the island’s Ancient 

Barrow. Using the riddle recorded in the Tale Book, the player must use what clues they have received to determine the 
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solution to the Ancient Barrow’s Puzzle Door. From here on, the player will experience the typical Ancient Barrow dungeon 

crawl, as detailed within the Ancient Barrow section of this document. The Ancient Barrow Walkthrough can be found here. 

Throughout the player’s traversal of the Ancient Barrow’s three sections, they will frequently hear the voiced dialogue of 

various characters, spoken in an eerie echo, as if the voices were ancient memories being reenacted. From here on, the Nameless 

Voice will now be referred to as The Wight King. 

First, as the players open the Puzzle Door: 

 

 

 

Next, as the players successfully melt the Ice Door at the end of the Trapped Corridor: 
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And lastly, as the players remove the Skull of the One-Eyed Ancient (a unique Tall Tale item that takes the place of the Skull 

of Ancient Wisdom) from the Trapped Pedestal in the Crypt: 

 

 

 

 

Once the players successfully escape the Ancient Barrow with the Skull of the One-Eyed Ancient, they should then return to 

Madame Othea on Hammer-Hold Outpost. If the players instead choose to meet back up with Asbjørn again before leaving 

Carrion’s Cairn, he will speak to the player in voiced dialogue: 
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Something Slithers ~ Checkpoint 

OBJECTIVE: SURVIVE THE LEVIATHAN ATTACK & RETURN THE TREASURE TO MADAME OTHEA 

Once the players leave Carrion’s Cairn and sail some distance on the open ocean, ominous music will begin playing and The 

Leviathan will be summoned to their location to attack their ship. From this point, the players will experience the typical 

Leviathan World Event, as detailed within the Leviathan section of this document, found here. 

As the Leviathan World Event begins, the player will hear the voiced dialogue of The Wight King: 

 

Upon the Leviathan’s defeat or escape, The Wight King will speak to the player in voiced dialogue: 

 

Once the players successfully flee or defeat the Leviathan, they will be free to safely dock at Hammer-Hold Outpost, where 

Madame Othea will be awaiting their return. 

The Beginning of the End 

In this final section, the player is tasked with heading back to Hammer-Hold Outpost once again to give the Ancient Horn and 

the Skull of Ancient Wisdom to Madame Othea and finish the Tall Tale. Upon entering the Order of Souls tent on Hammer-

Hold Outpost, the player will be prompted to give the Ancient Horn to Madame Othea, after which she will begin speaking to 

the player in voiced dialogue: 

 

The player will be prompted to give the Skull of Ancient Wisdom to Madame Othea, after which she will continue speaking to 

the player in voiced dialogue: 
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Players who complete this Tall Tale will receive The Dancer of the Damned Commendation Reward. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

The Dancer of the Damned 

 

 

The Dancer of the Damned is the second Tall Tale in The Wight King’s Call Story Arc. Baldrick’s encounter with a 
monstrous foe reveals the location of the cursed Yrsa and one of the Ancient Horn’s three Runic Medallions. 

The Tale Book can be voted for next to Baldrick at Asbjørn’s Antiques. 

 

Summary 

Legends of a siren and her ancient treasure led Baldrick to a mountainous island, where he did battle with the very beast who 
took his leg. Now, you must follow in Baldrick’s footsteps and uncover the truth behind Yrsa’s fate, in order to find one of the 
lost pieces of the Ancient Horn. Baldrick tasks the player with finding the treasure from his tale, believing it to hold the 
knowledge needed to track down the siren called Yrsa, the cartographer of the Helmbreaker who dismembered the Ancient 
Horn and still guards one of its three pieces. If the player can find her piece of the Ancient Horn, Baldrick will pass it along to 
Madame Othea, who will help reforge the Shroudbreaker anew. 

 

NPCs 

The following are the NPCs and Enemies encountered during The Hornbearer:  

• Baldrick 

• The Beastie 

• Yrsa, Dancer of the Damned 

 

The Dancer of the Damned Walkthrough 

Below includes a full, step-by-step walkthrough of the Tall Tale: 

To start the Tall Tale, each member of the crew must vote for its Tale Book on the crate next to Baldrick at Asbjørn’s 
Antiques. 

There are three unlockable Checkpoints in this Tall Tale, which are marked throughout the Walkthrough below. 

Opening 

When activated, the players will receive the Tale Book, where notes on their progress will be recorded throughout the quest, 
and Baldrick will begin speaking to the player in voiced dialogue: 

A piece of the Ancient Horn rests in the hands of the Helmbreaker’s cursed cartographer, with only the tale of a 
mad fisherman to guide its return…   
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The Monstrous Thing ~ Checkpoint 

OBJECTIVE: TRAVEL TO BITTEN BLUFF & FIND THE SIREN’S TREASURE 

(OPTIONAL: DEFEAT THE BEASTIE & RECOVER BALDRICK’S LOST LEG) 

The player’s first task of the Tall Tale is to travel to Bitten Bluff, using the knowledge learned from Baldrick’s story, as 
recorded within the Tale Book. Once there, the player should find their way to the icy den on the east side of the island, where 
The Beastie supposedly resides. According to the Tale Book, and as Baldrick previously recounted, the player should follow in 
Baldrick’s footsteps and use their shovel to dig atop the pile of bones within the frozen hollow. There, the player will find 
Yrsa’s lost treasure. 
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Upon discovery, the den will look to be an icy cave, naturally carved out from the mountain’s cliff on the island’s east side. 
Within are the snow-covered remains of a derelict campsite, surrounding a large pile of bones at the den’s center. Around the 
icy walls are the worn remains of ropes, which must have once hung lanterns and maps throughout the cavernous camp. Along 
the walls, nearest the back of the den, several large, tattered maps and star charts are pinned above a shattered Map Table. 
Various cartography tools lie about the cavern, including rulers, mathematical compasses, sextants, and rolled-up scrolls of 
parchment. Directly outside of the den’s entrance, The Beastie lies in wait, burrowed into the ground with naught but her 
mountainous, icy shell exposed. Resembling a jagged mountain of ice, The Beastie is a colossal variant of the Glacial Crab. 
Lodged within the jagged crevices of her icy shell, The Beastie is messily festooned with splintered driftwood, a severed wheel, 
frayed ropes and netting, and a broken mast, hung with torn sails. Information on The Beastie, including their move-set and 
Fight Dialogue, can be found here under the New Enemies section of this document. 

Once the player finds the island’s den and begins digging through the cave’s mound of bones, the area will begin to violently 
shake, triggering the Tall Tale’s miniboss fight with The Beastie. The Beastie will initially attack the player who disturbed the 
pile of bones, quickly leaping from the earth with the intention of body-blocking the den’s entrance, trapping the player as she 
moves in for the kill. During this encounter, players are given the option to either fight their way past The Beastie in order to 
obtain the den’s buried treasure, or to dig up the treasure and flee while another player distracts the monster. When defeated, 
The Beastie will bury herself back into the ground, leaving behind an assortment of Frozen Treasure, Crab Meat, and a 
special Tall Tale’s Quest Item, Baldrick’s Lost Leg—a skeletal leg cutlass, which may be granted to the players at the end of 
the Tall Tale as a reward, if returned to Baldrick. Once picked up, Baldrick’s Lost Leg can be found within the player’s Quest 
Radial Menu and used as if it were a Cutlass. In either circumstance, the player may continue on with the Tall Tale, having 
retrieved the buried Cartographer’s Chest from the pile of bones. 

Divining the Deep ~ Checkpoint 

OBJECTIVE: USE THE CONTENTS OF THE CARTOGRAPHER’S CHEST TO FIND YRSA’S LOCATION 

Within the unlocked Cartographer’s Chest are three objects of intrigue: Yrsa’s Diary, the Hollow Skull, and the Gem of 
Sunken Sight, a white, brightly shining gem, rumored to be a fallen star. The pages from Yrsa’s Diary are shown below: 

   

 

Having read the notes in Yrsa’s Diary, the player will learn of the events following Captain Runehammer’s betrayal, as well as 
information about the two items found within the Cartographer’s Chest and how they caused Yrsa’s transformation into a 
siren. As described within Yrsa’s Diary, the players should place the Gem of Sunken Sight inside the Hollow Skull—this being 
a unique Quest Item, which has a lid that may be opened and can only hold the Gem of Sunken Sight. When the radiant gem is 
placed within the skull, the light will shine through the skull’s eyeholes. As hinted within Yrsa’s Diary, the Hollow Skull 
should then be placed upon the player’s Map Table, where it will situate itself in the table’s top right corner, casting a magical 
spotlight upon the center of the map. (Once the Hollow Skull is placed upon the Map Table, it cannot be removed. The Gem of 
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Sunken Sight may be placed inside or removed from the Hollow Skull as if it were a Container Chest, whether or not it is on 
the Map Table.) 

As the player interacts with the Map Table, the spotlight will magically reveal various imagery, emerging onto the map’s 
parchment in a cloud of blurry, blue ink: Upon Bitten Bluff, a drawing of The Beastie is revealed, standing guard over in 
image of the Cartographer’s Chest. Trailing southwest of the island, the player will find a drawing of The Leviathan, 
swimming toward the west. Finally, following the Leviathan’s direction on the map, the players will come upon the image of a 
Siren Shrine, surrounded by merfolk who are gathered around and praising the image of what looks to be the Gem of Sunken 
Sight. As the player comes upon this image, the name of an uncharted location will shift from an inky, blue smudge, becoming 
legible—the Shrine of Shimmering Tales—the location of a hidden Siren Shrine. From here, the players have their heading 

and may sail to the Shrine of Shimmering Tales (Uncharted Location S -6). 

The Cursed Cartographer ~ Checkpoint 

OBJECTIVE: ENTER THE SIREN SHRINE & RETRIEVE YRSA’S RUNIC MEDALLION 

Having sailed to the Shrine of Shimmering Tales, the players should drop anchor nearby and swim down toward the Siren 
Shrine, taking with them the Gem of Sunken Sight. Once there, they will find the shrine’s sunken ruins, guarded by a group of 
ravenous Sirens. Amongst the ruins are images, carved into columns and stone bases, depicting a group of merfolk giving a 
tribe of Ancients the Gem of Sunken Sight, resulting in the tribe turning into merfolk. Amongst the shrine’s submerged rubble 
is a locked stone door with a gem-shaped alcove, where only the Gem of Sunken Sight may be placed. Once the shrine’s Siren 
guardians are dealt with, the Gem of Sunken Sight may be placed within the door’s recess, causing the door to lower into the 
ground. The player may then enter into the Shrine’s ruins, first swimming through the coral-encrusted corridor, which leads 
into the shrine’s flooded inner sanctum. Lying about the hall and central chamber are the skeletal bodies of various pirates who 
have been dragged into the depths and found their final rest here, among the coral and sea-life of the ocean’s deep. As the player 
swims into the shrine’s central chamber, they will find Yrsa, Dancer of the Damned, an albino siren, clad in an array of bones 
and barnacles, wearing an eerily glowing Satchel of Souls tied about her waist. Scattered throughout Yrsa’s chamber is a 
hoard of Mermaid Gems and Bounty Skulls of various types, as well as a Merfolk Statue, which may be used to transport 
treasure at the chapter’s end. When the players enter the room, Yrsa will be swimming about the circular chamber, ballroom-
dancing with the limp remains of a skeleton, speaking in voiced dialogue. 

Yrsa’s Dialogue Before Her Fight: 

 

When the player approaches or attacks Yrsa, the Tall Tale’s boss battle will commence and Yrsa will angrily throw aside her 
skeletal dance partner, attacking any nearby players. Information on Yrsa, Dancer of the Damned, including her move-set and 
Fight Dialogue, can be found here in the New Enemies section of this document. 
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Yrsa’s Dialogue Beginning Her Fight: 

 

Yrsa’s Dialogue During Her Fight: 

 

Yrsa’s Dialogue Ending Her Fight: 

 

After the player has defeated Yrsa, she will drop the Tall Tale’s Runic Medallion, one of the three Quest Items needed to 
reforge the Ancient Horn and restore its power over the Devil’s Shroud. This medallion is embellished with the glowing blue 
Skeleton Rune, meaning “water” if translated. Once the player has retrieved the Runic Medallion, they will be free to safely 
make sail for Asbjørn’s Antiques, where Baldrick will be awaiting their return. 
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Conclusion 

In this final section, the player is tasked with returning to Asbjørn’s Antiques once again to give the Runic Medallion (and 
Baldrick’s Lost Leg, if taken after defeating The Beastie) to Baldrick and finish the Tall Tale. Upon walking up to Baldrick at 
the dock of Asbjørn’s Antiques, the player will be prompted to give him the Runic Medallion, after which he will begin 
speaking to the player in voiced dialogue: 

 

(Optional) If the player chose to defeat The Beastie and stole back Baldrick’s Lost Leg, they will be prompted to hand it in to 
Baldrick. This may be done at any point during the Tall Tale or saved until the end. When the leg is returned, Baldrick will 
speak to the player in voiced dialogue: 

 

The reward for returning Baldrick’s Lost Leg is one Doubloon, the Skeletal Leg Cutlass, and The Dancer of the Damned 
Tall Tale Commendation Reward, which may be equipped at any Armoury station. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

New Characters 

Senior Trader Mabel 
Senior Trader Mabel is the Merchant Alliance liaison on Hammer-Hold Outpost. Ever since her 
arrival in The Rimelands, Mabel has developed a persisting cold. 

Dialogue: 
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Madame Othea 
Madame Othea is the Order of Souls liaison on Hammer-Hold Outpost and mother to Madame 
Olivia. Othea claims to have been the first to experiment with Kraken ink for the purposes of achieving 
divinatory sight. Madame Othea bears a strong resemblance to Madame Olivia, although she is fairly 
weathered by age. She is often seen hunched over a crude, skull-crested staff and wearing a blue cloth 
over her eyes, marked by the single, black-painted, diamond eye—identical to the one depicted in the 
Order of Souls’ emblem. Perched within her tent are two Black Ravens. 

Madame Othea is the quest giver of The Hornbearer Tall Tale in The Wight King’s Call Story Arc. 

Dialogue: 
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Haskell the Hoarder 
Haskell the Hoarder is the Gold Hoarders liaison on Hammer-Hold Outpost. Haskell is an odd fellow 
who often warns of the doom, death, and curses that come with sailing in The Rimelands. 

Dialogue: 
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Calder 
Calder is the Cobbler at the Clothing Shop on Hammer-Hold Outpost. Calder is a dashing showman 
of verbose vocabulary who exaggerates the extravagance of his wears. According to Egil, Calder’s hand 
was bitten off by his dog, Fenny, when Calder caught Fenny sleeping in a Crate of Furs and attempted 
to chain him up. 

Dialogue: 
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Wynter 
Wynter is the Weaponsmith at the Weaponsmith Shop on Hammer-Hold Outpost. Wynter is an 
elderly Skald woman who strongly opposes the use of all firearms, often referring to pirates who use 
two flintlocks as ‘double-gunning knaves’, among other insulting names. Nonetheless, she still sells 
them, due to her fear of being absorbed by the Trading Companies. 

Dialogue: 
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Thorvald 
Thorvald is the Toolsmith at the Equipment Shop on Hammer-Hold Outpost. Thorvald is a cold-
blooded cutthroat who insists upon the fact that any tool could be a weapon if properly wielded. 

Dialogue: 
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Saga 
Saga is the Shipwright at the Shipwright Shop on Hammer-Hold Outpost. Saga boasts of her talent as 
a shipwright and claims that she can build a ship out of just about anything. 

Saga is the quest giver of The Shambling Ship Tall Tale in The Wight King’s Call Story Arc. 

Dialogue: 
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Tyra 
Tyra is a Tavernkeep at the Tavern on Hammer-Hold Outpost. 

Dialogue: 
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Egil 
Egil is the Shopkeeper at the Pirate Emporium on Hammer-Hold Outpost. He is a jovial shopkeeper 
who owns a mischievous dog named Fenny, who is the cause of Calder’s missing hand. Egil is 
distrustful of the Merchant Alliance, who he believes is trying to encroach on his business. 

Dialogue: 
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Ingrid 
Ingrid is the Shopkeeper at Aurora’s Trove Seapost. 

Ingrid is the quest giver of the Boreal Bay Tall Tale in The Wight King’s Call Story Arc. 

Dialogue: 
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Rick 
Rick is The Hunter’s Call representative on Aurora’s Trove Seapost. Rick is the twin brother of 
Baldrick, distinguishable by his hair. Rick apparently lost his leg when he fell asleep with his foot in the 
sea, after a long night of drinking grog. 

Dialogue: 
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Runa 
Runa is the Shopkeeper at Asbjørn’s Antiques Seapost. Runa is the daughter of Asbjørn and 
unhappily works the dock’s shop while he’s away. She dreams of one day becoming a legendary pirate 
and to captain her own ship. 

Dialogue: 
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Baldrick 
Baldrick is The Hunter’s Call representative on Asbjørn’s Antiques Seapost. Baldrick is the twin 
brother of Rick, distinguishable by his lack of hair, the worn coat that he wears, which is covered in 
bird-droppings, and the seagull named Elli who lives in a nest atop his head. Baldrick boasts of his 
adventures and is always eager to spin a yarn for a willing listener. Behind him, on the dock’s railing, a 
mocking choir of seagulls hungrily eyes his crab leg pegleg. 

Baldrick is the quest giver of The Dancer of the Damned Tall Tale in The Wight King’s Call Story 
Arc. 

Dialogue: 
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Asbjørn 
Asbjørn is the founder of Asbjørn’s Antiques Seapost and father of its current Shopkeeper, Runa. 
Before he was shipwrecked, Asbjørn captained a galleon called The Tattered Tome, an exploration 
vessel. Asbjørn is referred to as the “Hornbearer” in The Hornbearer Tall Tale. He can be found on the 
southern beach of Carrion’s Cairn. 

Lore: 

When feral bands of skeletons began threatening the Rimeland’s outposts and fishing waters, Asbjørn 
developed an acute interest in the study and translation of Skeleton Runes. Believing them to hold 
prophecies of the past and a secret knowledge that might reverse the skeleton curse, Asbjørn gathered 
together a crew and set out upon the Rimeland’s frozen wastes, aboard The Tattered Tome. With the 
help of Sassa Stormsinger, Vipertooth Vernon, and one Halfdan the Tall, Asbjørn set out to chart 
the various Ancient Barrows that lie hidden about the Rime’s snowy wilds, pursuing clues relating to 
the runes’ ancient origins. 

While en route to an Ancient Barrow, following rumors of an ill-wind in the north, Asbjørn and his 
crew were intercepted by a mysterious blizzard and suddenly attacked by an insatiable beast from Skald 
legend, the dreaded Devourer of Fleets, The Leviathan. Trapped within the Leviathan’s whirling 
maelstrom and blinded by the typhoon of snow around them, The Tattered Tome fought for freedom, 
but to no avail. When the Leviathan rammed the ship from the starboard side, Asbjørn was sent 
overboard and into the reeling waters below. Moments before he was pulled into the deep, Asbjørn 
heard a nefarious voice calling out to him, a voice he would later refer to as The Wight King. As he 
fainted, Asbjørn experienced various visions, visions of a daring pirate, of a strange artefact, and of a 
mythical isle called Boreal Bay. 

When he miraculously gained consciousness, Asbjørn awoke upon Carrion’s Cairn, clinging to the 
curious relic from his hallucinations—the Ancient Horn. Mad with the memory of his premonitions, 
Asbjørn now sits upon that desolate shore, contemplating the fate of his crew and the mysterious voice 
that called out to him. 

Dialogue: 
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Thaw-Jaw 
Thaw-Jaw is the skeleton NPC in The Rimelands. He can be found, half-frozen within a wall of ice, 
along the strait which bisects The Twinkling Fjord. 

Thaw-Jaw is the quest giver of These Icy Bones Tall Tale in The Wight King’s Call Story Arc. 

Lore: 

Once the proud captain of a roving guild of “chiselers” (a group of Skald ice carvers), Thaw-Jaw was a 
respected merchant among the Rimelands. However, when a “dwarf pirate” named Jari seduced his crew 
with the prospects of manufacturing cursed Frostballs, he found himself quickly deposed and marooned 
upon the banks of The Twinkling Fjord. There, Jari trapped Thaw-Jaw within an enchanted mass of ice, 
leaving him to starve, die, and eventually return as a cursed skeleton. Now, years later, the cursed 
Thaw-Jaw plots retribution from the frozen confines of his icy prison. 

Dialogue: 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

New Enemies 

Glacial Crab 

Glacial Crabs are Hostile Creatures in Sea of Thieves. Glacial Crabs are quite large in size, most standing at the height of a 
typical human. They tend to burrow themselves halfway within the ground, so that their icy, rock-like shells blend into the 
natural landscape. Using its antennae, the Glacial Crab senses tremors within its surroundings, alerting it to any nearby prey. 
Upon contact, the Glacial Crab will mount a surprise attack, first by dropping its disguise and then leaping toward its quarry. 
They are quite fast and can leap several feet when in pursuit of its kill. When in combat, the Glacial Grab uses its pincers to 
inflict five rapid claw attacks at once, each lowering player health by 20%.  

Glacial Crabs can only be found on land, generally within The Rimelands territory, hiding amongst the island’s terrain. 
Glacial Crabs are solitary creatures, usually spawning in small numbers (1-2). 

While out of its camouflage, the Glacial Crab can be killed with any weapon, generally taking 5 hits from any firearm or sword, 
though they are weak to damage caused by fire and poison. If in dire circumstances, it may choose to stay in combat, run away, 
or burrow itself back within the ground. When burrowed, the Glacial Crab is immune to all damage except for fire damage and 
the debilitating effects of poison. 

When a Glacial Crab is killed, it drops Crab Meat, which can be cooked and sold to The Hunter’s Call. 

Notes 

• Glacial Crabs are not entirely unique to the Rimelands territory and can spawn randomly throughout the Sea of 
Thieves, bearing features that imitate its region. Those that spawn around The Shores of Plenty, The Ancient Isles, 
and The Wilds have shells that mimic the common stones and boulders that dot the wilderness. The carapaces of 
those few that have made their home amongst the intense hellscape of The Devil’s Roar resemble lava-clad volcanoes, 
peppered with the same red crystal growths that speckle the territory’s badlands. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Skald Skeletons 

Skald Skeletons can appear wearing broken pieces of iron armor and chainmail, as well as the tattered hides and furs from an 
assortment of animals. Some may be run-through with swords, axes, and arrows, still resting uncomfortably within their backs 
and jagged chest cavities. Though they will only appear as either unarmed or carrying cutlasses and have about as much health 
as normal skeletons, Skald Skeletons spawn in far greater numbers. These Skeletons have a minor resistance to Cutlass attacks, 
taking less damage from them than other types of Skeletons. 

Notes 

• Skald Skeletons are entirely unique to The Rimelands territory. 

• The depiction of Skald Skeletons is heavily inspired by the Draugr of Norse mythology, attributed to their undead, 
Viking-esque appearance. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Wight Skeletons 

Identifiable by their icy tint, glowing blue eyes, and the ethereal frost that smokes from their bones, Wight Skeletons are the 
undead remains of pirates, tragically stricken by the Curse of the Frost Walker. They are those who have wandered the 
Rimelands for too long. Now only icy husks of their former selves, Wight Skeletons pose a new danger to the Sea of Thieves. 
Though Wight Skeletons will always appear unarmed, their movement and attacks are quick. When damage is inflicted by a 
Wight Skeleton, each hit caps a player’s maximum health bar by 10%, making health regeneration limited for a short time. A 
player may sooner negate this effect by either raising a lit lantern, stepping near (or into) fire, or consuming cooked food. 
Wight Skeletons are weak to fire damage, but are resistant against damage caused by the Blunderbuss, Pistol, and Eye of 
Reach. Wight Skeletons have a chance of dropping Wight Skulls. 

Notes 

• Wight Skeletons are entirely unique to the Rimelands territory. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Yrsa, Dancer of the Damned 

 

 

Yrsa, Dancer of the Damned is a Siren encountered within The Dancer of the Damned Tall Tale. Upon defeat, Yrsa leaves 
behind the “Water” Runic Medallion, which must be returned to Baldrick at Asbjørn’s Antiques to finish the Tale. 

Lore 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________ 

Human Life 

In life, Yrsa was the cartographer aboard the legendary Helmbreaker, where she served as the ship’s faithful navigator, 
alongside Jari the Dwarf, Gorm the Giant, and the infamous “Mad Captain” Ivar Runehammer. During her time in the ship’s 
company, Yrsa explored and charted much of the Rimeland’s territory, often recording the region’s wildlife within her 
treasured maps and scrolls. 

With Yrsa’s expertise, the Helmbreaker managed to find the mythical Boreal Bay, an ancient island beyond the Devil’s 
Shroud where rested a magical well, thought to hold some insight about Captain Runehammer’s insidious visions. When at last 
Runehammer’s mental health had deteriorated, having been plagued by haunting dreams of apocalypse, it was Yrsa who began 
sowing the seeds of mutiny amongst the ship’s crew. Despite her reluctance to betray her beloved friend, Yrsa led the 
insurrection against Captain Ivar Runehammer, abetted by her fellow crewmates, and sealed the “Mad Captain” away within 
the well’s chamber on Boreal Bay.  

Following Runehammer’s mutiny, the crew came together, each taking with them a piece of the Ancient Horn, vowing to 
protect it for as long as the Horn was lost, and threw it into the sea. Yrsa eventually made her way to Bitten Bluff, having 
followed the trail of an old legend, where she discovered a magical gem that had supposedly been granted to a tribe of Ancients 
by merfolk. After studying the gem for many days, Yrsa learned of its power to reveal the secret paths of the sea, as well as the 
horrible price that came with its forgotten knowledge. The gem eventually drew her into the sea’s depths, filled her heart with 
malice, cursed her mind with forgetfulness, and transformed her into a Siren. Before she lost the last semblance of her 
humanity, Yrsa bore the cursed gem into the earth and set a beast to stand guard over it, so no that others might share in her 
terrible fate. 

Siren Life 

Since her cursed change, Yrsa has become a feared marauder of the seas, notorious for dragging pirates into the sea’s depths 
and trapping their souls within her enchanted satchel, if not properly paid tribute. For these atrocities, Yrsa earned many titles, 
and later became regarded by many of the Rimelands’ superstitious fisherfolk as the wicked “Warden of the Passages” and the 
“Collector of Tributes”. However, to the poor souls who mistakenly denied her tribute and ended up doomed to spin in an 
eternal tango with death, she is known as the “Dancer of the Damned”. 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________ 

Abilities 

Similar to the Siren Queen, Yrsa, Dancer of the Damned, acts as a boss fight with a large amount of health and a range of 
various Siren abilities at her disposal: 

• Like the basic Siren enemy, Yrsa can perform a wide range of underwater abilities, from melee claw attacks to evasive 
swimming techniques and regenerating health, all while damaging enemies around them. 

• Spirit Fodder – Yrsa can conjure and cast long-distance phantom projectiles at enemies, similar to the Phantom and 
Wraith Cursed Cannonballs. 

• Ghostly Summons – Yrsa has the ability to summon Phantoms to her aid, who will fight on her behalf. 

• Phantom Shield – Yrsa can also shield herself in a ghostly aura, making her impervious to attacks for a short 
duration or until the shield is broken, dealing damage to any player attacking her with a cutlass. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Your soul will make a fine addition to my collection…  
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

The Beastie 

 

 

Resembling a jagged mountain of ice, The Beastie is a colossal variant of the Glacial Crab. Lodged within the jagged crevices 
of her icy shell, The Beastie is messily festooned with splintered driftwood, a severed wheel, frayed ropes and netting, and a 
broken mast, hung with torn sails. She appears within The Dancer of the Damned Tall Tale, spawning in front of the den at 
the east side of the mountain on Bitten Bluff, half-buried within the ground. Upon defeat, The Beastie will bury herself back 
into the ground, leaving behind an assortment of Frozen Treasure, Crab Meat, and a special Tall Tale’s Quest Item, 
Baldrick’s Lost Leg. 

The Beastie is weak to damage caused by fire and poison. Unlike the basic Glacial Crab, The Beastie will not flee during 
combat, nor burrow itself back within the ground. Rather than flee from combat at 25% health, The Beastie will enter into a 
violent frenzy, gaining a boost in movement and attack speed. 

Abilities 

The Beastie acts as a miniboss fight with a very large amount of health and a range of various Glacial Crab abilities, as well as 
unique abilities at her disposal: 

• Pincer Attack – The Beastie’s basic claw attack, lowering player health by 15%. 

• Claw Grapple – The Beastie will lunge toward a player in an attempt to grapple them. Once grappled, the player is 
rooted within The Beastie’s claw, similar to the Kraken’s “Inhaler” arm. While the player is trapped within the claw’s 
grip, they will slowly take damage as it tightens around them. Eventually, The Beastie will throw the player a little 
ways away from it. A trapped player may be freed early by damaging the claw or by being harpooned out of its grip. 
The Beastie will only pick up one player at a time, leaving its other claw open to perform normal Pincer Attacks. To 
avoid the initial lunge, the player should hide behind terrain. 

• Frenzied Leap – The Beastie will leap toward a player, causing a ground-pound that deals AOE damage and 
launches enemies away in a violent explosion. Players caught within the area of effect will experience the limping 
effect, similar to the one triggered by falling from great heights or from the Limpball. 

• Flurry of Pinches – The Beastie will use its pincers to inflict ten rapid claw attacks at once, each lowering player 
health by 20%. The Beastie will only use this ability once its total health is reduced to 25% or lower. 

The Beastie’s Dialogue During Her Fight: 

 

Trivia 

• The Beastie is inspired by two monsters of Norse Mythology, Lyngbakr and Halfgufa, both of which were said to 
have been so large that they resembled the features of islands. 

• While one player attacks The Beastie, another player will have the opportunity to dig up the Cartographer’s Chest 
from the bone pile in the den. This is a strategy where players may altogether avoid having to kill The Beastie, 
should they wish to evade what is meant to be a rather difficult encounter. 

• The Beastie will initially attack onto the player who disturbed the pile of bones, quickly leaping from the earth with 
the intention of body-blocking the den’s entrance, trapping the player within as she moves in for the kill. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

*Snarls in crab* 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Jari the Dwarf 

Jari is a Skeleton Lord encountered within the These Icy Bones Tall Tale. Upon defeat, Jari leaves behind the “Knowledge” 
Runic Medallion, which must be returned to Thaw-Jaw at The Twinkling Fjord to finish the Tale. 

Lore 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________ 

In life, Jari was the warsmith and first mate aboard the legendary Helmbreaker, where he served alongside Yrsa, Gorm the 
Giant, and the infamous “Mad Captain” Ivar Runehammer. Well-learned in the arts of alchemy and weaponsmithing, Jari 
aided his good friend Ivar in the design of the Helmbreaker—a mighty galleon, equipped with two decks of cannons and a 
stockpile of enchanted Frostballs of Jari’s own design. During his time spent aboard the Helmbreaker, Jari built furnaces and 
forges underdeck, from which he produced tools and weapons of wonderous power, including a magical shipwright hammer 
inlaid with cursed runes, which he gave to Ivar as a gift—a gift which would grant him the name “Runehammer”. 

When his beloved friend and captain seemed to be in the early stages of his curse, Jari searched tirelessly for a cure, but could 
find none. Fearful of his state, Jari desperately pleaded with Captain Runehammer to return home, warning his friend of the fate 
which would befall him should he continue his search for the mythical Boreal Bay and feed into his obsession. When at last 
Runehammer’s mental health had deteriorated, having been plagued by haunting dreams of apocalypse, Jari hesitantly joined in 
the insurrection against Captain Ivar Runehammer, abetted by his fellow crewmates, and sealed the “Mad Captain” away within 
the well’s chamber on Boreal Bay. 

Following Runehammer’s mutiny, the crew came together, each taking with them a piece of the Ancient Horn, vowing to 
protect it for as long as the Horn was lost, and threw it into the sea. Jari eventually found himself working aboard The Icepick, 
a wandering “chiseler” vessel, captained by an overly proud Skald merchant named Thaw-Jaw. Unhappy with Thaw-Jaw’s 
leadership, Jari befriended the crew of The Icepick, captivating its members with his concepts of harvesting glacial ice to be 
shaped and alchemically transmuted into cursed Frostballs. When Jari suggested the proposition to his captain, Thaw-Jaw 
dismissed the idea and accused Jari of rousing a mutiny amongst his crew. Left with few options, Jari forcefully deposed the 
merchant captain, took command of his ship, and marooned Thaw-Jaw upon the banks of The Twinkling Fjord. There, Jari 
sealed Thaw-Jaw away within a solid block of magically tempered ice and left him there to die. 

Skeleton Life 

Since then, not much is known as to Jari’s whereabouts or what fate befell The Icepick and its crew. However, there are rumors 
that suggest a steady distribution of cursed Frostballs being bought, sold, and traded across the Rimelands, and that a certain 
dwarf Skeleton Lord may have something to do with it… 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________ 

Abilities 

Like other Skeleton Lords, Jari the Dwarf acts as a boss fight with a large amount of health and a range of various Skeleton 

Lord abilities at his disposal: 

• Jari can switch between the Pistol and Blunderbuss, depending on the player's range. When he has his Blunderbuss 
equipped, Jari can perform a special double-shot attack, in which he performs a unique loading animation, fires the 
weapon twice, and fall backwards on his back before standing up and shaking himself off. 

• Blunder Volley – Jari will target one player, throwing three Blunderbombs at them in succession. He will then throw 
clusters of Blunderbombs into the air, after which they will lland randomly around him as he laughs maniacally. 

• Frostball Bash – Jari will retrieve a Frostball from his person and bash it against the ground beneath him, causing 
the cursed cannonball’s unique area of effect to activate on impact, affecting players accordingly. Jari will likely use 
this ability if players are near to him. 

• Summon Skeletons – Jari can summon a group of skeletons to fight on his behalf, three of which will always be 
Gunpowder Skeletons, which will slowly move toward players and detonate. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Gorm the Giant 

Gorm the Giant is a Skeleton Lord encountered within The Shambling Ship Tall Tale. Upon defeat, Gorm leaves behind the 
“Eternity” Runic Medallion, which must be returned to Saga at Hammer-Hold Outpost to finish the Tale. 

Lore 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Human Life 

In life, Gorm was the cannoneer aboard the legendary Helmbreaker, where he served alongside Yrsa, Jari the Dwarf, and the 
infamous “Mad Captain” Ivar Runehammer. A towering giant of a man, Gorm was renowned for his physical strength and 
lethal prowess. Originally hired as a sellsword aboard the Helmbreaker on its maiden voyage, Gorm forged a strong 
relationship with the ship’s captain, Ivar Runehammer. After a perilous encounter with a band of skeletal pirates, which almost 
resulted in Gorm’s demise had it not been for a grand rescue by Captain Runehammer, Gorm pledged a warrior’s oath, linking 
his fate with the fate of the Helmbreaker and its captain. From that day on, Gorm vowed to defend his ship and eternal home, 
even if it meant a deathless existence. 

When at last Runehammer’s mental health had deteriorated, having been plagued by haunting dreams of apocalypse, Gorm 
could do nothing but stand by and watch as his captain became corrupted by an obsession with the mythical Boreal Bay and its 
legendary well of knowledge. As his captain slunk away within himself and his heart became black with cold, Gorm broke his 
oath to his captain, joined in the insurrection against Captain Ivar Runehammer, abetted by his fellow crewmates, and sealed 
the “Mad Captain” away within the well’s chamber on Boreal Bay. 

Following Runehammer’s mutiny, the crew came together, each taking with them a piece of the Ancient Horn, vowing to 
protect it for as long as the Horn was lost, and threw it into the sea. However, as the crew returned to the nearest outpost, 
Gorm stole the Helmbreaker and sailed it into the Devil’s Shroud in a fit of grief, leaving his friends behind. With his single 
Runic Medallion in hand, Gorm had hoped to return to Boreal Bay so that he might free his beloved friend and make things 
right again, but his vow had been broken and the fates had other plans for him. The thick red mists of the Devil’s Shroud closed 
in around the Helmbreaker, bringing with it a bellowing thunder and the fury of a violent storm. The ship’s mighty helm 
buckled and broke from beneath, its masts splintered and snapped, and Gorm was lost along with the legendary Helmbreaker. 

Skeleton Life 

As fate would have it, Gorm washed ashore the frozen beaches of Glacial Gorge, his hulking skeletal body bound with the 
mangled wreckage of the shattered Helmbreaker. Now a colossal golem of plank and bone, Gorm the Giant wades to this day 
upon the shores of that derelict site, eternally curse-bound to protect the wreck of the Helmbreaker and his Runic Medallion. 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Abilities 

Like other Skeleton Lords, Gorm the Giant acts as a boss fight with a large amount of health and a range of various Skeleton 

Lord abilities at his disposal: 

• Melee Attack – Gorm’s most basic attack, where he will strike any players who get too close to him, causing damage 
and knocking them back. Gorm can perform a special lunge attack, using the cannon under his arm as a club. 

• Harpoon Hand – Gorm can target any distant player with his Harpoon Hand to pull them close to him, where he 
will then backhand them, dealing a hefty amount of damage and knocking them backwards. There is a second version 
of this attack; if all players are firing on him from a ship, he will target the crew’s ship and perform a unique 
animation as he reels their ship close enough to shore to crash. 

• Broadside – Gorm can perform an animation where he will stand the cannon that he holds upright, tear a chunk of 
out of the earth, drop it into the barrel of the cannon, and fire it from under his right arm, dealing a hefty amount of 
damage and knocking the target backwards. Gorm may target nearby players or nearby ships with this attack. 

• Deck Smash – Gorm can perform a high-damage stomp attack where he will raise his cannon over his head and slam 
it against the ground three times in a wild fury, damaging and launching nearby players into the air. This attack may 
cause additional fall damage. 

• Mortar Shot – Gorm can perform a special animation when he reaches half health where he will mount his cannon 
upright, load it with multiple grapeshot balls, and fire it upwards to rain down projectiles randomly around him, 
dealing as much damage as the Ashen Lords’ Volcanic Eruption ability. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Captain Runehammer, The Wight King 

 

 

The Wight King or The Mad Captain, also known by his human name, Captain Ivar Runehammer, is a Skeleton Lord who 
was cursed and corrupted by mysterious visions of apocalypse. He is featured as a final boss in the Boreal Bay Tall Tale. 

Lore 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________ 

Once filled with bold dreams of action and adventure, the esteemed Shipwright Captain Ivar Runehammer, along with his 
beloved crew, sailed the mighty waves of the frozen Rimelands upon the legendary Helmbreaker, bent on exploring what 
long-forgotten ruins the Ancients had left behind. Wielding his magical shipwright’s hammer, Captain Runehammer enchanted 
his ship with powerful curses, dominating the seas wherever the northern winds blew. And yet, as the fates decreed, his dreams 
would not always be merriment and glee. Over time, Ivar began experiencing harrowing visions of apocalypse, uninterpretable 
by any seer or soothsayer. Unable to bear the dreadful dreams, the captain and his crew went off in search of a fabled shore, an 
island spoken only in ancient songs—the mythical Boreal Bay. There, if the tales be true, he would find a well of infinite 
wisdom, which might explain his visions and bring ease to his restless nights. But, as they searched, Ivar’s obsession became 
more apparent, and his heart grew cold and cursed. 

Seeing his sudden change, his crew tried to reason with their dear captain, urging him to turn back, but Runehammer lashed 
out, threatening to leave his friends behind to freeze should they undermine his command. With each passing day, 
Runehammer’s curse gnawed away at his humanity, turning him into an icy husk, bereft of hunger or thirst. 

When at last, they had passed through the Devil’s Shroud, guided by an Ancient Horn—a Shroudbreaker fitted with three 
Runic Medallions—and landed upon the shores of Boreal Bay, thoughts of mutiny had been sown against Runehammer. 
Hunched over the island’s Well of Ancient Wisdom, Runehammer peered into the mystical waters and beheld the 
“Doombringer”, a lone pirate who would usher calamity across the world. Blinded by fear and obsession, Runehammer vowed 
that he would bring death upon the Doombringer, even if it meant shrouding the seas in an eternal winter. Horrified by what 
their captain had become, Yrsa, Gorm, and his first mate, Jari, seized and sealed their captain away within the well’s stone 
chambers and marooned him upon Boreal Bay. As he was sealed away, Ivar threw the cursed Runehammer after his crew, 
where it arced across the seas and landed upon an abandoned isle. Together, Yrsa, Gorm, and Jari dismantled the Ancient 
Horn, cast it into the sea, and swore a pact upon its pieces, “So long as the Horn is lost under wave, so shalt the captain be 
locked in his grave.” 

For many years, Runehammer brooded over the all-seeing well, wallowing in his hatred, as the Curse of the Frostwalker 
twisted his heart and corrupted his mind. Finally, now that the Ancient Horn has mysteriously returned from the icy depths of 
the Rime, all the wrath of frozen winter is set against the Sea of Thieves by one self-ordained Wight King. 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________ 

Abilities 

Captain Runehammer acts virtually the same as other Skeleton Lords. He has a large amount of health and a range of various 
Skeleton Lord abilities at his disposal: 

• Hammer Bash – Runehammer may perform an AOE attack where he will raise his hammer over his head and slam it 
against the ground. Any players caught within the strike will suffer the effects of any random curse, as if they were 
afflicted by a Cursed Cannonball. 

• Ice Breath – Runehammer will try to distance nearby players (similar to the Ashen Lord ability) by making an icy 
breath-weapon attack from his mouth, affecting players the same way as The Leviathan’s “Breath-Weapon” attack 
would. Any players caught inside the ability’s area of effect will freeze solid for 7 seconds, becoming completely 
immobilized. Players may be freed from this frozen state early if thawed by another player bearing a raised lantern 
that is lit, or if set on fire. 

• Summon Wight Skeletons – Runehammer may summon a group of Wight Skeletons to fight on his behalf. These 
skeletons will spawn in relatively large numbers and are extremely dangerous to take on at close-range. 

• Chilling Fog – Runehammer may summon a thick cloud of frost, which will drastically lower visibility around him, 
similar to the Ashen Lords’ Ash Cloud ability. Players within the fog will experience the effects of freezing, causing 
their field of view to shiver, creating a hoarfrost vignetting, and slowing their movement. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Flee, fools! The iceman cometh…   – Captain Runehammer, on the offensive  
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

New Fish Species 

With The Rimelands territory expansion comes an update introducing a variety of new aquatic species into the vast oceans of 
the Sea of Thieves, including the Slackjaw eel and a unique fish type, called Crustaceans. Crustaceans are a fish type, which 
can only be captured using a Crawdad Creel—a new kind of Animal Crate, specifically designed for catching deep-dwelling 
marine life. There are four species of Crustaceans, including: Barbedbacks, Crawdads, Spiralconchs, and Whiskerprawns. 

 

Slackjaws 

The gaping glare of this serpentine scaly imparts a certain doom… for both the earthworm and the bowels of any pirate who eats it raw. 

Slackjaws are one of the five Regional Fish that are only found in the open waters of 
The Rimelands. Eating one raw will cause the consumer to vomit, make their vision 
blurry, and inflict the effects of being poisoned. Slackjaws are a three-portion food. 

Requires Earthworms as Bait to catch. 

 

 

 

 

 

Whiskerprawns 

These solitary coral-crawlers provide sustenance for many of the sea’s larger predators. Add a zesty lemon, and they’ll also make for a 
delicious cocktail! 

Whiskerprawns are found in most open bodies of water, throughout the Sea of Thieves. They are 
the most common Crustacean species and can only be caught using a Crawdad Creel. 
Whiskerprawns are a one-portion food. 

Does not require Bait to catch. 

 

 

 

 

 

Crawdads 

Crawdads come with a tough exterior and a mean pinch, but with some earthworms and a good Creel, you’ll manage a few tasty morsels. 

Crawdads are found in most open bodies of water throughout the Sea of Thieves. They 
are the second most common Crustacean species and can only be caught using a 
Crawdad Creel. Crawdads are a two-portion food. 

Requires Earthworms as Bait to catch. 

No Bait Earthworms Leeches Grubs 

Whiskerprawn Crawdad  Spiralconch Barbedback 

 Slackjaw   

Slackjaw 
Caramel Slackjaw Base Variant 

Lime Slackjaw Common Variant 
Granite Slackjaw Uncommon Variant 

Maroon Slackjaw Rare Variant 

Swarthy Slackjaw Night Variant 

Whiskerprawn 
Lazuli Whiskerprawn Base Variant 

Striped Whiskerprawn Common Variant 
Bloody Whiskerprawn Uncommon Variant 

Crystal Whiskerprawn Rare Variant 

Starry Whiskerprawn Night Variant 
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Barbedbacks 

Barbedbacks have a spiked carapace and pinchers, used for catching grubs and warding off hungry predators. Best be careful not to step on 
one! 

Barbedbacks are often found around docks and islands. They are the third most common 
Crustacean species and can only be caught using a Crawdad Creel. Barbedbacks are a two-
portion food. 

Requires Grubs as Bait to catch. 

 

 

 

 

 

Spiralconchs 

These adorable bottom-feeders scuttle around docks and shorelines in search of leeches. According to Baldrick, the Ancients used their 
luxurious shells as currency. 

Spiralconchs are often found around docks and islands. They are the rarest Regional 
Crustacean species and can only be caught using a Crawdad Creel. Spiralconchs are a two-
portion food. 

Requires Leeches as Bait to catch. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Trivia 

• Barbedbacks are modelled after the real-life Mud Crab. 

• Crawdads are modelled after the real-life Lobster. 

• Spiralconchs are modelled after the real-life Hermit Crab. 

• Whiskerprawns are modelled after the real-life Giant Tiger Prawn. 

• Slackjaws are modelled after the real-life Moray Eel. 

 

Crawdad 
Cherry Crawdad Base Variant 

Dappled Crawdad Common Variant 
Azure Crawdad Uncommon Variant 

Calico Crawdad Rare Variant 

Obsidian Crawdad Night Variant 

Barbedback 
Slate Barbedback Base Variant 

Lichen Barbedback Common Variant 
Barnacle Barbedback Uncommon Variant 

Cyan Barbedback Rare Variant 

Boreal Barbedback Night Variant 

Spiralconch 
Azalea Spiralconch Base Variant 

Icy Spiralconch The Rimelands 
Variant 

Fiery Spiralconch The Devil's Roar 
Variant 

Spectral Spiralconch Fort of the Damned 
Variant 

Iridescent Spiralconch Night Variant 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

New Items 

Pets: 

Name Set In-Game Description 

Black Raven (Parrot) Collector’s 
Pet 

“A thoughtful bird who will do well to remind you what you forgot to 
remember.” 

White Wolf Alsatian Collector’s 
Pet 

“Take caution when feeding wolves, as this hungry hound has been known to 
bite hands…” 

 

Curses: 

Name Cost In-Game Description 

Curse of the Frostwalker Tall Tale 
Commendation Award 

“There are those who sail the Rime for years and lose much more 
than a few toes...” 

 

Details & Lore: 

The Curse of the Frostwalker is a Curse variant in Sea of Thieves. The Curse of the Frost Walker functions identically to 
other Curse variants, differing only in appearance. This variant makes the wearer’s skin and eyes resemble the appearance of a 
Wight Skeleton. 

Many adventurers have wandered the frozen deserts of the Rime, chasing legends of treasure and ancient knowledge. Yet few 
return to tell of their folly. For those who spend so many years in the greedy pursuit of riches often forget the tender warmth 
of a glowing hearth, and a blight will take root from within. What may begin as innocent desire will slowly fester into an 
obsession, welling within the mind. Eventually, those afflicted by the Rime’s curse will forget all sense of self, neglecting all 
desire for hunger, thirst, and warmth, until what remains is nothing but a cold husk, wandering the frozen wastes. 

 

Cursed Cannonballs: 

Name Set In-Game Description 

Frostball Blue Cursed 
Cannonball 

“Carved from the mighty glaciers of the Rime, these cannonballs are 
intended to inflict an icy vengeance!” 

 

Details: 

The Frostball will curse a ship’s crew, inflicting upon them the effects of the Freezing Winds weather effect. Similar to the 
effects caused by Poison and Boiling Water, Freezing Winds will deal 5% damage per second to any player who comes in 
contact with it, signified by the accumulation of rime or icy crystals around the player’s field of vision, as well as a penalty to 
the player’s movement speed. However, unlike the status effects of the natural Freezing Winds and those of other curses, the 
unfortunate effects of the Frostball are indefinite due to the concentrated magic held within the enchanted cannonball, and will 
not cease over time. The effects of the Frostball can only be negated if a player finds warmth by either raising a lit lantern, 
stepping near (or into) fire, or consuming cooked food. 

 

Clothing & Vanity Set: 

Name Set In-Game Description 

Skald Eyepatch Skald Set “Some would give an eye for wisdom; you gave your eye for style.” 

Skald Horned Hat Skald Set “A sharp and insulated choice, good when butting heads or when you need 
something to fill with grog.” 

Skald Winged Hat Skald Set “It won’t make you fly, but you’ll look rather graceful, falling from a cliff!” 

Skald Shirt Skald Set “A hauberk of masterful craft. It may not stop a flintlock, but others will stop 
just to stare.” 

Skald Jacket Skald Set “Nothing wrong with wearing a pelt cloak, just as long as you’re sure it’s not 
still alive…” 

Skald Dress Skald Set “The Skalds trade in a variety of fine furs. This dress is hung with them all.” 

Skald Trousers Skald Set “An extra-baggy pair of trousers with space enough to store your earnings, 
should you need it.” 

Skald Belt Skald Set “This fur-lined leather belt will keep your trousers up, no matter how many 
weapons are strapped to it.” 
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Skald Boots Skald Set “Leather-wrapped boots that will keep your feet warm and your circulation 
constricted!” 

Skald Pegleg Skald Set “What better way to prove your valour than by strapping an axe to your 
leg?” 

Skald Hook Skald Set “A rune-carved hook, resembling the reeling form of the dreaded devourer of 
fleets, the Leviathan.” 

Skald Dreadlock Hair Skald Set “A messy tangle of locks, completing the whole ‘dreadful’ thing you have 
going on...” 

Skald Braided Topknot Hair Skald Set “As the saying goes, ‘When you’re too lazy to braid the rest… just shave it 
off!’” 

Skald Braided Beard Skald Set “It must’ve taken years to grow a beard of this stature, and twice as long to 
braid it...” 

Skald Warpaint Skald Set “The mark of a true Skald lies not in brawn, but in the ability to smear paint 
across your face without it getting in your eye.” 

Giant’s Bane Tattoo Skald Set “To all who beheld him, Gorm’s height, strength, and skill as a cannoneer 
was unmatched by any on the Rime. Albeit, against you, it seems he fell 
rather short...” 

Dwarf’s Bane Tattoo Skald Set “Wise in the craft of weaponsmithing, Jari fanned his forges to burn as hot as 
his temper—a flaw which would inevitably brand him the fool.” 

Siren’s Bane Tattoo Skald Set “The tempestuous Yrsa has dragged many a sailor down to the sea’s murky 
depths. But after an unexpected encounter with you, she’ll think twice before 
popping up for air…” 

 

Weapon & Equipment Set: 

Name Set In-Game Description 

Skald Cutlass Skald Set “Besides being valiant Vikings, many Skalds are also talented bards and 
poets. But when words just aren’t enough, this’ll cut deeper than any 
biting ballad…” 

Skeletal Leg Cutlass Tall Tale 
Commendation 

Reward 

“You risked life and limb over Baldrick’s lost leg… only for him to lose it 
again in a game of Knuckle Bones.” 

Skald Flintlock Skald Set “Leave it to a Skald to strap a blade to flintlock. Well, if you run out of 
ammo, you could always give ‘em a good pistol-whipping!” 

Skald Blunderbuss Skald Set “Modeled after the head of a screaming Skald, the cry of your barrel will 
echo the sounds of war.” 

Skald Eye of Reach Skald Set “The eye of the All-Father spans the width of the world. This eye, 
unfortunately, spans less than a league.” 

Skald Compass Skald Set “It’s an easy thing, losing yourself on the Rime… not to mention your 
way.” 

Skald Bucket Skald Set “The Slackjaw Challenge is a time-honored tradition amongst Skalds. The 
winner gets to keep this bucket and the vomit inside!” 

Skald Lantern Skald Set “Magically sealed within the icy orb of this lantern, the Boreal Lights will 
forever guide your way through even the coldest of nights.” 

Skald Shovel Skald Set “Whether you’re digging a grave or putting someone in one, this shovel 
doubles as a battle axe!” 

Skald Spyglass Skald Set “There’s an old Skald saying, ‘So long as the Borealis hangs above, you are 
never lost on the Rime.’” 

Skald Speaking Trumpet Skald Set “For a Skald brazen enough to declare their victory at a thousand paces...” 

Skald Tankard Skald Set “No Skald is complete without this trusty drinking horn. Skaal!” 

Skald Pocket Watch Skald Set “The hands of this timepiece tend to freeze, and so will yours if you spend 
too long holding it.” 

Skald Fishing Rod Skald Set “Baldrick claims to have snared the Leviathan with this very rod. For those 
seeking bigger prey, one might consider bigger bait.” 

Skald Hurdy-Gurdy Skald Set “Crank the tail of this carven hurdy and listen as its notes coil within your 
ears!” 

Skald Drum Skald Set “Whether you’re beating this drum or beating someone over the head 
with it, you’ll hear music either way…” 

Skald Concertina Skald Set “Intricately whittled from tongue to tail, this serpentine concertina will 
stretch from bow to stern.” 

Skald Banjo Skald Set “A chimerically crafted instrument with the body of a lyre and the neck of 
a twisting serpent.” 
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Ship Set: 

Name Set In-Game Description 

Skald Figurehead Skald Set “Slithered from the Rime’s rolling deep, the gaping head of the Leviathan now 
backs your prow. All who bear witness to your approach, behold their final 
destruction!” 

Skald Hull Skald Set “A runic hull, militantly festooned like the shield-trimmed longships of old.” 

Skald Wheel Skald Set “Elegantly embossed with casting runes, each turn of the wheel will divine the 
fate of your journey.” 

Skald Cannon Skald Set “Sculpted from the sacred branches of an elder ash, these cannons hold a 
powerful magic that’ll turn your foes to floating driftwood.” 

Skald Capstan Skald Set “Haphazardly forged from the hilts and handles of blunted blades, this capstan 
ensures that you’ll never go without something to swing.” 

Skald Sails Skald Set “Down the sails and fly the Rime’s icy colours! While they’re not actually cold, 
it’s best if you didn’t stick your tongue to the mast…” 

Skald Flag Skald Set “This tasseled banner bears an ominous raven, meant to strike fear into the 
hearts of all who oppose its flight.” 

 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

New Treasure 

Frozen Treasure 

Frozen Treasure are icy versions of regular Treasure Chests and Artefacts, bearing a blue glint to them and covered in 
crystals and smoking frost. These are most commonly found in The Rimelands and can be sold for almost double the price of 
their regular counterparts. According to Haskell the Hoarder, these Frozen Treasures come from a forgotten hoard of hexed 
riches, scattered long ago across The Rimelands. 

Chest of Shivering Souls 

The Chest of Shivering Souls is a Cursed Treasure Chest. When this chest is held by a player, they will experience a magical 
chill, causing their field of view to shiver, creating a hoarfrost vignetting, and imposing a penalty to movement. While the 
chest is held, it will produce ghastly wails which will grow louder over the course of one minute. As the wails reach their peak, 
any players within the vicinity of the chest will begin taking damage and their movement will become slowed for the duration 
of the wailing. The wailing can be delayed by raising a lantern near the chest to warm it or by placing it in or near fire. 
According to Skald legend, this chest contains the greedy souls of those who once bore the Curse of the Frostwalker. While 
their frozen husks wander aimlessly about The Rimelands’ wastes, their souls continue to covet the treasure they left behind. 

Crawdad Creel 

The Crawdad Creel is a unique type of Animal Crate, made up of driftwood and wire, specifically designed for catching deep-
dwelling marine life, such as Crawdads and other small, oceanic Crustaceans. The Crawdad Creel can be dropped overboard, 
similar to any piece of treasure, where it will float on the surface of the water and collect crustaceans over time. The creel 
contains three inventory spaces, which may be baited with Earthworms, Leeches, or Grubs, allowing players to catch several 
different types of crustaceans at once. Catching a crustacean takes much longer than it does to catch a fish with a fishing rod. 
However, the Crawdad Creel’s three-slot capacity and effortless operation makes fishing a leisure when sitting idly at port. The 
Crawdad Creel can be found randomly throughout the world or purchased from any Hunter’s Call representative, similar to 
how Resource Crates are purchased from Merchant Alliance representatives. 

Crate of Ice 

The Crate of Ice is a type of Cargo Crate filled with three large blocks of ice which are valuable to the Merchant Alliance, who 
are willing to pay if the goods are kept in good conditions and are delivered on time. Such commodities are prized amongst 
merchants, warsmiths, and tavernkeepers alike, and have been mined by Skald “chiselers” for over a century. The worth of 
these crates will diminish over time as the blocks of ice melt, making immediate turn-in of these luxurious imports of the 
utmost importance. When this crate comes in contact with fire, a warm environment, or as time passes, they will change from 
the most valuable “Crate of Ice” to a “Crate of Runny Ice” to a “Crate of Melting Ice” to a worthless “Crate of Water”. 
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Crate of Furs 

The Crate of Furs is a type of Cargo Crate filled with all sorts of fine animal hides which are valuable to the Merchant 
Alliance, who are willing to pay if the goods are kept in good conditions and are delivered on time. The worth of these crates 
will diminish as they come in contact with fire, changing from the most valuable “Crate of Furs” to a “Crate of Singed Furs” to 
a “Crate of Smoldering Furs” to a worthless “Crate of Embers”. 

Crate of Weapons 

The Crate of Weapons is a type of Cargo Crate filled with cutlasses and flintlocks of all kinds which are valuable to the 
Merchant Alliance, who are willing to pay if the goods are kept in good conditions and are delivered on time. The worth of 
these crates will diminish as they come in contact with fire, changing from the most valuable “Crate of Weapons” to a “Crate of 
Tarnished Weapons” to a “Crate of Corroded Weapons” to a worthless “Crate of Rust”. 

Skull of Ancient Wisdom 

The Skull of Ancient Wisdom is a type of Bounty Skull found only within the crypts of Ancient Barrows. Thought to have 
been the skulls of Ancient seers, they are extremely valuable and sought after by the Order of Souls. 

Wight Skull 

The Wight Skull is a special type of Bounty Skull. Wight Skulls are the cursed remains of defeated Wight Skeletons. 
Coursing with the secret whispers of those unfortunate souls who have been afflicted with the Curse of the Frostwalker, this 
mad mind is extremely valuable and sought after by the Order of Souls. 

Crab Meat 

Crab Meat is a type of Consumable Food item with two portions, generally found from killing Glacial Crabs. Similar to all 
variants of meat, Crab Meat can be cooked, eaten, and sold to The Hunters Call representatives. 

Spiralconch Shell 

Spiralconch Shells are a type of Treacherous Plunder that can be acquired as a rare catch with a Fishing Rod. It can be sold to 

any representative of The Hunter's Call for 5 . According to Baldrick, the Ancients used the luxurious shells of the 
Spiralconch as currency many years ago. 

Leviathan Scale 

Leviathan Scales are Artefacts which can be found floating in the water after The Leviathan is defeated. These sapphire scales 
hold an enchantment over them, glinting a beautiful blue even on the darkest of nights. Such Artefacts are treasured by many 
collectors and may be sold to Gold Hoarders, Reaper’s Bones, and The Hunters Call representatives. 

The Ancient Horn & Runic Medallions 

These items are considered Quest Items and can be found throughout The Wight King’s Call Story Arc. Simply referred to 
as “the Horn”, this Artefact is itself a Shroudbreaker. Created long ago by the Ancients, the Ancient Horn was a relic used to 
part the Devil’s Shroud in order to gain access to an ancient island called Boreal Bay. When blown, the sound of the Ancient 
Horn can be heard across the world, signaling a ship’s voyage into the deadly Devil’s Shroud and across the ethereal bridge of 
Boreal Lights. According to Ingrid, for a ship to travel to Boreal Bay, they must use The Horn to summon an ethereal bridge 
connecting the two realms and sail over the Boreal Lights. 

Similar in design to the previous Shroudbreaker, the Ancient Horn was constructed to hold three magical Runic Medallions, 
which give the Horn its power to manipulate the Devil’s Shroud. Each medallion is embellished with a glowing blue Skeletal 
Rune carved into its face, and can be held in a single hand. When interpreted, the runes roughly translate to read, “Water (of) 
Eternal Knowledge”. This phrase refers to the mystic waters of the mythical well of knowledge, said to be at the heart of Boreal 
Bay. When taken to the correct location at the edge of the Devil’s Shroud and blown, as detailed within the Boreal Bay Tall 
Tale, the cursed mists of the Devil’s Shroud will part and an ethereal path will be revealed, leading the player to Boreal Bay 

(Uncharted Location L -9). 

Skull of the One-Eyed Ancient 

This item is considered a Quest Item and can be found during The Hornbearer Tall Tale. Clad in icicles and wisps of frost, 
this ancient, eye-patched skull holds the fragmented knowledge of the Helmbreaker and its crew. 

 

https://seaofthieves.fandom.com/wiki/Doubloons
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Baldrick’s Lost Leg 

This item is considered a Quest Item and can be found during The Dancer of the Damned Tall Tale. Baldrick’s Lost Leg is 
a skeletal leg cutlass, which may be granted to the players at the end of the Tall Tale as a reward, or if returned to Baldrick at 
any point throughout. Once picked up, Baldrick’s Lost Leg can be found within the player’s Quest Radial Menu and used as if it 
were a Cutlass for the duration of the quest. When rewarded at the end of the Tall Tale, the item will take the form of any 
normal Cutlass variant called the Skeleton Leg Cutlass. 

The Gem of Sunken Sight & Hollow Skull 

These items are considered Quest Items and can be found during The Dancer of the Damned Tall Tale. Once given to a 
tribe of Ancients by a group of merfolk, the brightly shining Gem of Sunken Sight was thought to be a fallen star and the lost 
eye of the One-Eye Shark constellation. Unearthed by Yrsa years later, the gem was found to hold the secret knowledge of the 
sea, revealing hidden locations beneath the waves when its light shone across a Map Table. Yrsa later placed the gem within a 
Hollow Skull to contain and focus the gem’s magical light, so that it might be used to navigate the ancient depths. Little did 
Yrsa know that the Gem of Sunken Sight also held a powerful curse, turning any living human who studied it for too long into 
a malicious Siren. As hinted within Yrsa’s Diary, the Hollow Skull can be placed upon the player’s Map Table, where it will 
situate itself in the table’s top right corner, casting a magical spotlight upon the center of the map. Once the Hollow Skull is 
placed upon the Map Table, it cannot be removed. The Gem of Sunken Sight may be placed inside or removed from the Hollow 
Skull as if it were a Container Chest, whether it is on the Map Table or not. The Hollow Skull will disappear from the player’s 
Map Table once the Tall Tale is completed. 


